Chelton Handles
A unique range of heritage and slim modern handles

Unique

Stylish Handles
For Durations Window Ranges

Unique to Duration Windows the patented Chelton® Handle Range consists of a modern slim-line handle, an art deco
style handle, designed to look like traditional steel window handles and a period monkey tail handle. These handles
are fitted directly into the glazing bead, for clean lines and for added security. With a choice of three different designs
available in a range of colours the Chelton® handle range has something to suit every home.

We reserve the right to make changes to the product specification as technical developments dictate, and without prior notice. Pictures shown
are for illustrative purposes and are not binding in detail, colour or specification.

E.& O.E.

Slim-line Modern Handle
An exciting new concept in window handles, our slim-line Chelton®
Modern handles look like no handles you have ever seen before. Blending
into the window frame, the discreet, curved, slim-line design looks great on
your new windows.

Ÿ Available on Ali47, Premium, Premium Plus and Heritage windows.
Ÿ Discreet with minimal protrusion into the glass area.
Ÿ Designed not to catch on your nets or blinds.

Slim-line Modern

Ÿ Key locking facility.
Ÿ Fitted directly into the bead providing clean lines, concealed fixing
points and is tamper proof.

Art Deco Handle
Durations Chelton® Art Deco handles have been designed to look like
traditional steel window handles. They have an art deco style that fits in
nicely to any period property, especially when replacing old steel windows.

Ÿ Available on Ali47, Premium, Premium Plus and Heritage windows.

Art Deco

Ÿ Art Deco design emulates traditional steel window handles.
Ÿ Key locking facility.
Ÿ Fitted directly into the bead providing concealed fixing points and is
tamper proof.

Monkey Tail Handle
Durations Chelton® Monkey Tail handles have been designed to replicate
old Monkey Tail handles. A Classic design that will give your windows an
olde worlde charm.

Monkey Tail

Ÿ Available on Ali47, Premium, Premium Plus and Heritage windows.
Ÿ Monkey Tail design emulates traditional cottage style window handles.
Ÿ Key locking facility.
Ÿ Fitted directly into the bead providing concealed fixing points and is
tamper proof.
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